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THE CENTRAL

l ine
While most of Chile’s wines come from the Central Valley, they have a reputation of

being the least exciting the country has to offer. That is changing, however, with

winemakers injecting passion into their products, writes Amanda Barnes

Chile’s Maipo Valley



IT IS easy to become distracted by what
is happening on the fringes of Chile’s
wine scene. As a country that is
constantly pioneering new regions at its
extremes there is always something, or
somewhere, new to try. 
Although the fringes are exciting to
write about, they don’t represent the
overwhelming reality. 
More than 90% of Chile’s wine
production comes from its ‘Central
Valley’, a ubiquitous superzone that
covers the Maipo, Rapel, Curicó and
Maule regions, and usually translates to
the most economic, and least exciting,
wines. The Central Valley is, however,
undergoing a revolution. It is a gradual
revolution that won’t rock the boat, but
vintage by vintage there’s a sure and
steady change of tide as traditional Chile
is being reinvented by winemakers
seeking fresher, purer expressions of the
grape varieties and region.

Chile’s Central Valley stretches over 300
miles, making it nigh on impossible to
generalise about anything. However, one
thing that can be said is that when Pablo
Morande pioneered the coastal region of
Casablanca in the 1980s, many wine
producers followed suit, looking for
cooler climates by the coast. The same
desire for cool climates pushed producers
up the foothills of the Andes, seeking the
lower temperatures of high altitude. 
Although the majority of wine

production still came from the Central
Valley, it was no longer considered ‘cool’.
In recent years, though, wine producers
have looked at ways of changing their
viticulture to capture the freshness that
even the warmer middle ranges of Chile
can offer. 

INSTIGATING CHANGE
“In Maquis I wanted to make wines that
were balanced and fresh from the
vineyard, and so we started making tests
with an earlier harvest,” says Juan
Alejandro Jofre, the former winemaker for
Viña Maquis in Colchagua, who helped
steer the wines to a fresher style,
instigating a greater change in the Central
Valley style. 
“We controlled irrigation to provoke
some hydric stress just before véraison to
get an earlier maturation. To do this you
have to interpret the climate of each
vintage and make good decisions about

when to irrigate, carefully
measuring the levels of
nitrogen in the soil.”
This discipline is one that
Maquis still pursues today and
Jofre has continued to use in
his own line of wines – Vinos
Fríos del Año – which
translates as ‘cold wines of the
year’ yet always comes from
warmer regions such as
Curicó, by managing the
viticulture. The naturally lower
alcohol and higher acidity
mean there is no need for
correction in the winery, and

the resulting wines are bright and juicy
with a punchy acidity.
Larger producers too have been seeking
fresher expressions from the vineyard,
and we have seen the mass production of
Chile shift a gear in recent years, as
Marcelo Papa, winemaker at Concha y
Toro – Chile’s largest wine producer –
explains: “Ten years ago we were more
focused on getting fully ripe and mature
fruit, and we were ageing wines with
more oak, the alcohol was higher, we

were looking for more opulence. But
today we are coming back, we are
bringing everything into better balance –
good maturation but not overripe, a
balanced acidity and freshness. I think
this has changed the style of wines in a
very positive way.”
Along with a change in viticulture,
there’s a slow change happening in the
wineries too. While the early 2000s saw a
boom in winemaking technology and
additives in Chile, the pendulum is now
swinging the other way and producers
are moving away from heavy-handed oak
and ripe concentration. 
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> More than 90% of Chile’s wine
production comes from its Central
Valley, a superzone that includes
Maipo, Cachapoal, Colchagua,
Curicó and Maule.
> The Central Valley is undergoing a
revolution as traditional Chile is
being reinvented by winemakers
seeking fresher, purer expressions of
the grape varieties and region.
> The Central Valley is over 300 miles
long, meaning its terroirs are diverse.
> Chilean producers are moving away
from heavy-handed oak and ripe
concentration in their wines.
> In the past decade producers have
rescued the old vines that were being
pulled out in the country, bringing
Chile’s oldest wine varieties as the
newest addition to their portfolios.
> The differences between regions
within the Central Valleys is
becoming more distinct. Vineyard
lots are being separated by soil types
and smaller regions are being
recognised for their different
climatic characteristics.
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>

‘Today we are coming back, we
are bringing everything into

better balance – good maturation
but not overripe, a balanced

acidity and freshness. 
I think this has changed the style
of wines in a very positive way’

Feature findings
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“We realised that not even the owners
liked our red wines,” says Marcelo
Retamal, head winemaker at De Martino,
a producer that has led the mainstream
style revolution. 
“Before 2011, we had ripe wines with
high alcohol that were very dark in
colour, over-extracted and had a sweet
flavour because of the alcohol
concentration and heavy use of oak. We
were taught at university to pick the
grapes when they were all fully ripe.
When you harvest raisins, whether they

are raisins of Cabernet Sauvignon or
Merlot, they all taste the same. Add oak
and even though it could be a wine from
Bordeaux, Napa, Mendoza or Maipo, they
all taste the same.”
De Martino decided to throw out the
rule book and formula that it – and most
of Chile’s producers – had been
employing for years: “Today we pick
balanced grapes – not green, nor overripe
(and never raisins, which we see as a
fault). We don’t inoculate with yeast, nor
use any additives. We only use old barrels
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with an average of 14 years old or 
more; the taste of oak is like make-up 
that doesn’t look good on young 
Chilean wines.”
This minimal intervention style has
begun to spread in Chile, with many
other wineries adopting similar
techniques. Carmen, part of the 
Santa Rita group, was another large
commercial producer in Maipo to go back
to basics in the cellar. “From a
winemaking point of view, the idea was
to have very traditional winemaking – as
handcrafted as possible,” says winemaker
Sebastián Labbé. 
“Instead of using chillers, we let the
grapes cool naturally at night and use
native yeasts for fermentations. We 
see this trend in some producers; even 
in larger wineries like Santa Rita we 
are trying to show the purity of the 
wines and let the grapes speak of the
place more.”

Sebastian Labbé of Santa Rita Marcelo Retamal of De Martino



once again, such as De Martino’s
Moscatel, made as an orange wine aged
in clay amphorae. It is a wine that is true
to the historical winemaking methods of
Chile but also happens to be the height of
cool in natural wine bars today. 
Other producers, such as Viñateros
Bravos, Huaso de Sauzal, Cacique
Maravilla and Louis-Antoine Luyt, are
also advocates of using traditional natural
winemaking techniques to revitalise the
local wine industry.

EMERGING CATEGORY
There is also a modern spin on the old
varieties emerging and Torres is one
producer that has taken the grape País
under its wing in many different forms.
Using century-old País vines in the
coastal region of Curicó, the winery began
making a crunchy País wine using
carbonic maceration (Reserva del Pueblo)
and a sparkling País using the traditional
method of bottle fermentation to produce
a delicate and fruity sparkling rosé. Its
latest innovation is a sparkling white
País – bright and fresh with a 
silver hue – which is an emerging
category with other producers, including
Schwaderer Wines.
There’s no shortage of reinvention
happening with Chile’s more traditional
varieties and the old vines of the Central
Valley are a hub of innovation while
simultaneously revisiting traditional,
artisan techniques.
As winemakers have begun to focus on
wines ‘without make-up’, the differences
between regions within the Central
Valleys is becoming more distinct.
Vineyard lots are being separated by 
soil types and smaller regions are 
being recognised for their different
climatic characteristics. 
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Producing wine since the 16th century,
Chile has no shortage of old vines.
However, at the turn of this century the
country’s wine regions expanded
aggressively in search for soils and
climates that better suited the sexier,
better-selling international – mainly
French – varieties rather than the existing
vineyards of somewhat less glamorous
Mediterranean varieties. 

“Chardonnay is much easier to sell than
País,” says Miguel Torres winemaker,
Fernando Almeda. “Nobody knew what
País was when we were starting to export
25 years ago, so Chile started to focus on

the most internationally-known varieties
that were easier to sell by name:
Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay and
Cabernet Sauvignon.”
País went from being the most planted
grape in Chile less than 15 years ago, to
the fifth-most today. With the decline in
popularity of these grape varieties the old
vineyards and traditional wine regions
declined too, in favour of more lucrative

businesses like paper
manufacturing 
and timber. 
However, in the past decade,
wine producers have taken it
upon themselves to rescue the
old vines that were being pulled
out and add value to these
regions – bringing Chile’s oldest
wine varieties as the newest
addition to their portfolios. It
started in 2012 with the VIGNO,
movement that focused on
making top-quality Carignan
from vines over 65 years old in

Maule, and has continued into other
traditional varieties, including Semillon,
Cinsault, País and Moscatel. 
Many of the traditional varieties are
today being vinified in a traditional way
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‘Nobody knew what País was
when we were starting to export
25 years ago, so Chile started to

focus on the most
internationally-known varieties
that were easier to sell by name’

Concha y Toro’s Peumo vineyard in Cachapoal
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The future of the Central Valley will see
a greater acknowledgement of different
appellations and regions from within.
Central Valley blends are also benefiting
from this greater complexity offered
within the super zone. The benefit of
being able to blend in fruit from the
cooler coastal regions of Curicó,
Colchagua and Maule is an advantage
consumers will already be able to taste in
the bottle.
The future is definitely brighter in the
glass, but also on the ground. Whereas
the 1990s were characterised by hydric
stress and ripe concentration, the new era
is focusing on bringing a vibrance to the
wines and vines.
“Ten years ago we were focused on big
maturity and power – blockbuster-style
wines,” surmises Papa. “We were more
restrictive with our irrigation, we tried to
stress the vineyards for higher
concentration, but today we are 
changing that. We are a bit more relaxed
in terms of water – we want to see the
vineyard more alive, and feeling happier
in the landscape.”
Chile’s Central Valley wines are looking
a lot happier today too. More at ease 
with themselves and not trying to be
anything else, these wines are proudly
from the fertile Central Valleys and
distinctly Chilean. db

Grapes in Maipo

All of Chile’s wine valleys are split into different geographical regions determined by
Costa (coastal), Entre Cordilleras (between the coastal and Andes mountain ranges)
and Andes (in the foothills of the Andes mountains). Here’s a guide to the main
Denominación de Origen (DOs) of Chile’s Central Valley.

Maipo (13,000 hectares) The closest wine region to Santiago ranges from low to high
elevation sites (up to 600m altitude). Mainly well-drained alluvial soils with some
clay and gravel, Maipo is best known for its Cabernet Sauvignon, Carmenère and
Bordeaux varieties. Top Chilean Cabernet is found in Puento Alto and Pirque, at the
foothills of the Andes; and warmer Isla Maipo, with its fine clay-based soils, is best
known for Carmenère. Notable producers include Almaviva, Viñedo Chadwick,
Domus Áurea, Cousiño Macul, Don Melchor, Santa Rita, Carmen, Antiyal, Tres
Palacios, Undurraga and De Martino.

Cachapoal (10,000 hectares) sits between Maipo and Colchagua in the Entre
Cordilleras and Andes. The warm, Mediterranean-like climate and brown clay and
alluvial soils are well suited to Carmenère, Syrah and Merlot, most notably in
Peumo; however top quality Cabernet Sauvignon is produced in the Andes,
especially Alto Cachapoal (up to 1,000m altitude). Top Cachapoal producers include
Altaïr, Antiyal, Clos de Fous, Aristos and VIK.

Colchagua (23,000 hectares) encompasses regions in the Andes, Entre Cordilleras
and Costa including notable sub-regions Los Lingues, Sierras de Bellavista,
Marchigüe, Lolol, Pumanque, Paredones and Apalta. Top varieties include Syrah and
Carmenère, although with a wide range of sub-zones you’ll find anything from
Sauvignon Blanc to Grenache in Colchagua. Top producers include Koyle, Lapostolle,
Polkura, Montes, Maquis, Casa Silva and Neyen.

Curicó (22,000 hectares) is based on clay, with higher rainfall than the regions further
north. Several grape varieties are planted with notable País, Sauvignon Blanc and
old-vine Cabernet Sauvignon, including Miguel Torres’ century-old Manso de
Velasco. Other notable producers include San Pedro and Vinos Frios del Año.

Maule (50,000 hectares) is the largest DO in Chile. Much is used for bulk wine but
Maule is also home to excellent Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon and particularly
thrilling old-vine Carignan, Malbec, País and Semillon. Stand-out producers include
De Martino, Garage Wines, Bouchon, Odfjell, Bodegas RE, Erasmo, Torres and
Laberinto. Vineyards range from dry-farmed old vine regions sich as Cauquenes, to
modern Andes plantations in Colbún, and new coastal plantations in Empedrado,
with soils ranging from alluvial to granitic with quartz in the Costa regions.

Chile’s Central Valley in detail

The future is definitely brighter in the glass, but also
on the ground. Whereas the 1990s were characterised
by hydric stress and ripe concentration, the new era is
focusing on bringing a vibrance to the wines and vines


